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Name: Date:

Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
Time for Earth to make a complete rotation on its axis.
A. daye   B. day   C. daye   D. daye

2.
Activity leading to skilled behavior.
A. triining   B. traning   C. traineng   D. training

3.
The matter inside your head.
A. brans   B. braens   C. brains   D. braans

4.
Synonym of "guess" and "imagine."
A. supose   B. supposee   C. suppose   D. seppose

5.
A large open tub that you �ll with water to wash in.
A. buth   B. bath   C. bathe   D. batth

6.
The past tense of "purchase."
A. purchased   B. purchasede   C. pudchased   D. purchasd

7.
Small light breads made with baking powder or baking soda.
A. biscuits   B. bisuits   C. biscuitts   D. bisciits

8.
Antonym of "�ction."
A. fect   B. facn   C. fact   D. facct

9.
Travel through water.
A. swim   B. swwim   C. swik   D. swime

10.
Antonym of "upstairs."
A. downstars   B. downstairs   C. downstaers   D. donstairs
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